Shopargan.com Offers its Array of Argan Oil Hair Treatment Products
Shopargan.com, the online store for selling and distribution of Essence of Argan offers its array of Argan oil
hair treatment products at discounted rates.
Online PR News â€“ 02-April-2013 â€“ Shopargan.com, an online endeavor by Eco Sure Ventures LTD and
dealing with distribution of one of the rarest and most expensive oil, Essence of Argan, introduces its array of
Argan Oil Hair Treatment products. The products embrace Argan oil, Shampoo, Conditioner and Hair
Masque, all of which possess the nutritious Moroccan Argan Oil as their main ingredient. The store gives a
hundred percent guarantee on the genuineness of the products and purity of Liquid Gold or oil extracted from
the Argane tree native to Morocco.
Â
The various products for hair treatment endow their users with benefits galore, having the pure Argan Oil as
their base ingredient. The oil is rich in Omega 3 and 9 Fatty Acids which helps treat dry scalp and
strengthens each strand of hair from its very root, while the Vitamin E content of the oil is conducive to hair
growth. The hair treatment products, namely shampoo, conditioner and hair masque are consequently
hundred per cent organic in nature possessing all the goodness of the rich Argane oil. The website also gives
instructions on using each of the products. Being organic the products can be used for all types of hair.
Â
Talking about the umpteen advantages which the range of hair treatment products from essence of Argan
brings, the Director of Shopargan.com said, Now get ready to flaunt your beautiful lustrous hair with our
range of Argan Oil hair treatment products. Whether your hair feels frizzy and fragile, dry or damaged, you
are sure to get impeccably positive results from using the products. Each of the hair treatment essentials are
made from the purest form of Argane oil that has been showering its users with all its nutritious values since
times immemorial. And through Shopargan.com we seek to bring to you the very goodness and essence of
Essence of Argan oil imported directly from the Moroccan forests.
Â
As an introductory offer, the website is also giving out discounts on prices of all Argan oil products as well as
free shipping services anywhere in the world. Other than products for skin and hair, the online store also
offers Teeth Whitener equipments as well as sleeping aid by the name Essential Sleep containing
PharmaGaba.
Â
Browse through our range of products each of which is hundred per cent organic and thus without any side
effects. If you are hesitant about the results try out our Free Sample of Argan Oil by just paying the shipping
price. For a complete comprehensive skin and hair care regime, our Argan Life Package is awaiting to
enhance your beauty at mind blowing discounted rate, added the Director.
Â
To know more, log onto www.shopargan.com
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Â
Shopargan.com is an online venture by the reputed Eco Sure Ventures Ltd, an eco certified company,
engaged in distribution of Essence of Argan products in their purest forms. The store has an array of Argane
oil products ranging from the basic oil to shampoos, conditioners and hair masques, their basic ingredient
being the Liquid Gold or the oil from the Argan tree in Morocco. The products are mostly direct imports from
Morocco, a gesture by which the online store attempts to support the native Berber women of the country
who undertakes this exhaustive task of extraction manually and flawlessly. The oil has been deemed
nutritious and healthy in several ways capable of curing skin and hair problems.
Â
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